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16-11-13 Singing Games and So 
Much More!

  

New at www.musicplayonline.com
  
Staff lesson - is attached to Songs 1-6 in K-6.  It's found in Interactive "Other" 
Listening Log movies for Listening 2-5 are now online. Printables will be coming soon!
Grade 1 - Many new interactive activities
15. Jack and Jill - Up, Down, Same
24. Hey Betty Martin - create ostinato using movement words
26. Today is Monday - create accompaniment  
34. Bounce the Ball - there is a toggle button at the top of the interactive activity.  Choose 
from "Show how the Melody Goes" and create an ostinato
37. Lucy Locket  - there is a toggle button at the top of the interactive activity.  Choose 
from "Show how the Melody Goes" and choose an ostinato
45. Elevator - Up, Down, Same
50. Ho Ho Ho - Rhythm sort, Is it 1 sound or 2?  Holiday Word Rhythms  (next button)
  
Grade 2 - Many new activities
Song #2 - O Canada, 2a My Country - use toggle at the top to find fill in the blank lyrics 
activities
7. Okkitokiunga - form activity
11. John Jacob - sort dynamics
14. Tony Chestnut - sort tempo
16. Time to Play - create rhythm with instrument word rhythms
18. Falling Leaves - create word rhythms with leaf colors
  

This week we'll be uploading Rhythm Erase activities for all reading songs in 
Musicplay 4!

If you would like to try out the site, create an account and you can use the site for free for 
three months!  If you would like to continue using the site, but can't afford the full 
subscription, send me an email and I'll send you a discount code.  denise@musicplay.ca
  

Singing Games & so much More! 
 
Singing Games are a rich source of repertoire for our elementary classrooms.  In most 
singing games, a simple melody is repeated many times.  It's that repetition of the simple 
song that helps children to internalize the beat, rhythm, and melodies.  Many repetitions 
will help your students match pitch.  Many repetitions help your ESL students to learn 
the language. 
  
I believe so strongly in the value of singing games, that there is a new singing game 
each week in Musicplay K-5.  Children love playing games!
  
In Musicplay K-6 curriculum, the singing games are sequenced, so that over time, 
students will be exposed to a variety of tone sets, meters, keys and a wide variety of 
game types.  If you want students to be able to read so-mi melodies in Grade 1, you 
need to introduce the sound in K and early Grade 1 so that students hear and internalize 
the sounds before you introduce the symbol.  
  
For example - the game, Snail Snail is given early in Musicplay 1.  I use this game first to 
label beat, and it's a great game for practicing keeping a steady beat.  Later, I'll have the 
children clap the words or the rhythm, and figure out how many sounds there are on a 
beat.  I can repeat the game in 2, 3, or 4 lessons, each time extending what the children 
learn from it.  The www.musicplayonline.com resource gives teachers Concept 
Slides to teach the concepts.  These are some of the concept slides for Snail, Snail.
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The interactive activities reinforce the concepts, and allow children to create 
their own music, using the singing game as a starting point.
  

  

Sometimes learning to play (or teach) a singing game is difficult to decipher 
from written instructions.  That's why we've videotaped hundreds of singing 
games - almost every singing game in Musicplay PreK - 6 has a kids demo 
video.  These are included in the Digital Resources, and are available to 
view atwww.musicplayonline.com.  The videos are a really valuable part 
of the musicplayonline resources! 
  

The combination 
of Concept Slides 
to teach the 
concepts, the 
Interactive 
activities that 
teachers and 
students can do on 
computer or 
devices to 
practice, assess 
and create, and 
videos to 
demonstrate how 
the game is played 
makes this website 
a really valuable 
teaching tool!!! 
  

Additional teaching suggestions are given in the teacher's guide and online in 
the song suggestions.   
  
Playing and Creating: Play the Orff arrangement given in The Orff Source. 
(#20)  You could have students create a B section for the
song, by writing and chanting poems about snails.
  
For Example:
Snails are crunchy.
Snails are small.
I don’t like eating
Snails at all.
  
If your students create a number of poems that could be used, you could 
perform the song and poems as a rondo.  Use the song as the theme, and 
different poems as the variations. The final form could be A (song) B-poem 1 
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A  (song) C - poem 2 A (song) D-poem 3 A (song)
  
Another option is to have students brainstorm for a list of bugs.
For example: ants, spiders, centipedes, flies.
  
Write the suggestions on large pieces of construction paper.
Choose body percussion or unpitched instruments to
play the “bugs.”
  
Choose 4 bugs to be a B section.
  
Sing the Snail song as your A section and perform the song as
an ABA. If you like, choose more bugs to be a C and D section and create a 
rondo.
  
Musicplay is not a scripted lesson - it's a menu of possible activities that you 
can use to teach concepts from each song in the collection.  You choose the 
songs from the weekly song list, and then you choose the activities you want 
to do with the song.  There are 111 songs in Musicplay 1 - you might choose 
only 50 of them to teach this year, leaving you lots of new songs to choose 
from next year!
  
I have core songs that I tend to use each year to teach key concepts.  Snail 
Snail would be one of my core songs.  I include this game in 3-4 lessons or 
even more, each time reviewing the concepts already taught, and teaching 
more.  Including creating activities is really important, and I've used the bug 
composition successfully with many classes with this song, and with other 
songs and singing games about bugs and creepy crawlies.

Snail, Snail is a great example from primary.  Musicplay has great singing 
games for upper elementary as well.  Frere Jacques is one of my favorite 
movement canons to teach in gr. 3-4.  The singing game alone is a wonderful 
activity to do in your classes - but there is so much more that you can teach 
from it.  I would teach the canon and movements, accompany with a bordun, 
then teach the concepts.  I'd review the singing game in several lessons, 
each time adding to the concepts - deriving the rhythm, then reading the 
rhythm, then creating new rhythms with the new rhythm, tika-tika.
  
The kids demo movie is really helpful when teaching any game!  This is found 
in the Digital Resources and atwww.musicplayonline.com
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After the students are really familiar with the game, one day, I might start 
my class with a rhythm erase.  The song title isn't given.  The directions are 
given on the slide - 1.  say or clap all four patterns.  Take one pattern away. 
2.  Say all four patterns again and take one more pattern away.  Continue 
until students have to remember all four patterns.
  

Rhythm 
Erase 
activities 
for reading 
songs in 
Musicplay 4 
will be 
uploaded 
this week!
  
Our editors 
are working 
on creating 
rhythm 
erase and 
rhythm sort 
activities 
for all the 
reading 
songs in 
Musicplay!

  
With www.musicplayonline.com you get singing games kids demos - 
AND so much more!!!
  

www.musicplayonline.com
  
Musicplayonline.com is an exciting new product.  If you would like to try out the 
site, create an account for a free 3 month trial!    If you've already tried the site, and 
really want to subscribe, but have a zero music budget, I'm happy to help you by giving 
you a discount code to continue to use the site at a reduced cost.  Email 
denise@musicplay.ca with your request.
  
If you are a music supervisor and would like free trial codes for the teachers in your 
district, send Denise a list of names and email addresses, and I'll send codes to the 
teachers in your district.
 
I really appreciate your feedback!  email denise@musicplay.ca or join the 
Musicplay Teacher's Group on Facebook!
  
Link to Poster Packs on Canadian Site - WWW.MUSICPLAY.CA
Link to Poster Packs on USA Site - MUSICPLAY.CA
  

Contact Us 
Canadian Office
#2-4664 Riverside Drive
Red Deer, Alberta  T4N 6Y5
 
US Office
PO Box 309
Danville, WA, 99121
 
Phone/Fax   1-888-562-4647
(real people answer our phones!)
 
Email:  tvinfo@telus.net

Website:
www.musicplay.ca

Musicplayonline.com 
More is being added each week to 
our online resource.  This week, 
look for Listening Resources Level 
1.  This will include movies of 40+ 
examples.  There are 1-5 movies 
for each example:  Composer, 
Concepts, Movement Ideas, Create 
Movement and Instrument Play 
Along.  I used several movies from 
the Carnival of the Animals this 
week with Grade 1 and 3, and the 
kids LOVED them!  

http://musicplayonline.com/ 
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Apps and Digital Resources 

Apps 
We've created SIX great apps for iPad or Google devices.  If you have a class 
set of iPads, volume purchasing is available for these apps.  LINK INFO
 

Note Name Smash!  New note naming app!  Only .99 USD
In this app, you choose the notes to practice.  Each note 
correctly named breaks a hole in the wall.  Name them all and 
the wall breaks!
  
Link to Note Name Smash in iTunes

Rain Rain Story -  is a sound story book that uses the 
Rain Rain Go Away song, and a poem for students to 
accompany.  This app includes ear training activities 
and instrument exploration.   
  

Rain Rain Story - iTunes                Rain Rain Story - Google   
  

Note Name Match Game -  10 levels of Memory to match 
notes with their letter names.  Great for recorder students, 
piano lessons, beginning band.
Note Name Match Game - iTunes            
 Note Name Memory Game - Google    

 
Vocal Warm-ups for Singers or Choir 

This app is based on the warmups book, "Strictly Warmups" 
by Kerry Heisler. The warm-ups in this collection are 
organized into five sets.  Each set includes a physical warm-
up, breath awareness, then five minutes of a variety of mid-
range warm-ups. 
  

Vocal Warmups for Singers or Choir - iTunes  
Vocal Warmups for Singers or Choir - Google 
  

Learn and Play Recorder has everything that you need for 
your beginning recorder classes.  
 Learn and Play Recorder - iTunes       Learn and Play 
Recorder - Google   
 

Learn and Play Recorder 2 is now available for iTunes and 
Android devices!
This app gives your recorder players 24 songs for two part 
soprano with optional alto. Naming notes is reviewed, now 
with interactive practice!  Counting music is reviewed, with 
an interactive name the note value activity. The full score 

with both regular alto and transposed alto for teachers to project is included. 
 
Learn and Play Recorder 2 - iTunes    Learn and Play Recorder 2 - 
Google 
 

Workshops 
  

Workshops with Denise are always fun and full of ideas!
email denise@musicplay.ca to request a workshop!
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